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Google maps street view history ipad

By Kevin Lee Add a useful description to a Google Maps site, and Google Map visitors can learn more about that location. People who know how to attach photos to these descriptions often add photos to places to improve everyone's viewing experience. One way to mark a location with a photo is to take a snapshot of an interesting location using Street View and add it to your
map. Sign in to your Google Account and search for a location you want to include in the map. A marker appears on the map that marks the location. Click My Places followed by Create Map and type a title and description for your map. Click Save followed by Done to create your map. Click the map marker to open a pop-up information box. Click the Street View link of the box to
enter Street View mode where you can view the location from ground level. Press your arrow keys to move around the location to get the view as you want. Click the Full Screen icon in the upper-right corner of the window to switch to full-screen mode. That icon has no visible name; you can find it below the Share button. Tap your Windows-Print Screen. Windows takes a
screenshot of your Street View image and stores the screenshot folder that is in the Photos library. Press Esc to return to normal view mode. Upload that photo to a free image hosting service. Google recommends using Google PicasaWeb, but you can store it on any website you want, such as Photobucket or ImageShack. Once you've uploaded the photo, copy and save the URL
the website gives you; url points to the location of the image on the web. Return to your custom map and click the cursor to open a pop-up that has a toolbar. Click the toolbar's RTF button, and then click the photo icon on the toolbar for the box. Paste the URL of the image you uploaded into the URL text box, and click OK twice. Google Maps adds your Street View photo to the
map. If you're something like me, you use Google Maps a lot. The thing is, it keeps a detailed history of everywhere you've been—whether you've used navigation or not. TO delete this data. RELATED: How to turn off Android traffic notifications Maps keeps your travel history in a couple of different locations: Your Timeline and Maps History. The former is a very detailed look at
everywhere you've been, even if you don't navigate there (yes, your phone is tracking every step). However, the latter is just places that you've used navigation to get to. It's actually a little confusing that they store this data in two different places, so that's why we're going to cover them both. How to edit or delete individual records from Your Google Maps Timeline I use Android
here, but the steps are the same for iOS, so you shouldn't have any problems to follow along. To access Your Timeline — the detailed history of wherever you've been, including places you haven't navigated to — Maps and then slide open the left menu. You can do this by swiping in from left to right or or the three lines in the upper left corner. Select Your Timeline. The default
view is a mini-map at the top and a quick look at your latest locations below. To edit (or delete) any of these locations, just tap its record. From here, you can edit it by pressing the Edit button, which allows you to change the times and specify the exact location if it's not correct. Otherwise, to delete the entry, just tap the trash icon in the upper right corner. To completely remove it,
you just need to verify that you want it gone but tap Delete on the pop up dialog. How to stop Google from tracking your location history (and deleting everything) you don't just need to delete records on a one-by-one basis, though. You can actually go one step further to control how your timeline works and delete all your data if you want. In Your Timeline view, tap the three dots in
the upper-right corner, and then choose Settings. So this is where things can get a little more complicated, depending on what you're trying to do. It's actually quite difficult to completely disable your timeline, as this can negatively affect other aspects of navigation. However, if that's what you want to do, scroll to the bottom of the Timeline Settings page, and turn off the Location
History is on option. You can either disable it on that particular device or just generally-just dial the appropriate slider. The top will disable all Location History Tracking on all devices, while the one next to the device name will only disable it on that particular device. You can also bulk people delete your Location History if you want. There are two ways to do this: Delete all location
history or Delete location history range. These are the last two options on the Timeline Settings page. To delete all Location History, tap that option. A warning appears and tells you that this can't be undone and that it may affect apps that depend on your location history. If you're cool with it, tick the Box I understand and want to delete and tap Delete. To delete only one range,
press the last option in this menu, and then enter the start and end dates, followed by Continue. The same warning from above appears — tick the box and press Delete. Poof! It's all gone, never to see you again. How to delete Maps navigation history Delete your navigation history is a little more difficult, because there is no way to delete everything in one fell swoop - you can only
delete individual records. First fire up Google Maps. From there, you can drag up the menu by either swiping from left to right or tapping the three lines in the upper-left corner. Scroll down until you see Settings. Press it. About halfway down this menu is an option for Maps History. That's the one you're looking for. Once here you'll see a light of everywhere you've navigated to.
There is no way to completely clear this data, so you remove each one individually by pressing the small X on the right right After you tap X, you'll receive a small warning telling you that this entry will be deleted and removed from your Maps history. If you're good with it, just tap Delete. Done and done. To turn off location history on the web You can also control your location
history using Google's My Activity page. This ties in with your My Account settings, but it's a much faster way to access your location history and timeline. First, head over to My Activity. From there, click the three-dot menu in the upper-right corner. In the drop-down guard, select Task Controls. On this page, scroll down a bit and find the Location HIstory card. Switch the small
slider. A new box will appear, confirming that you want to pause location history. It will tell you what you will lose by doing it-if you're okay with it, go ahead and hit the break at the bottom. Boom. Done and done. This will indefinitely pause location tracking across all your devices untii you turn it back on. I recently discovered something cool about Google Maps that I didn't know
existed. A few weeks back I had searched for a local restaurant that a friend told me about and now that I had some free time to go check it out, I couldn't remember the name of the place! Since I didn't search for it in Google, it didn't show up in my Google browsing history, which is the first place I checked. So then I went to Google Maps and tried to figure out how to see my
search history maps. There was nothing obvious on the main home page of Google Maps, so I clicked around for about 10 minutes until I happened to find it. In this article, I'll quickly show you how to view your Google Maps search history, which can be convenient to see which directions you searched for and which places you searched for. First, go to Google Maps, and then click
the My Places button. Make sure you're signed in to your Google Account. This will upload all the custom maps you have created and also all your search history maps. It's pretty easy as that! Not very hard to get to, but definitely not something I had ever noticed before. It would have been nice if they kept the search history under another heading as My Places sounds more like a
place to find my custom maps, not my search history. Just click on one of the history items and it will either take up the directions or the location on the map. So that's our simple tip for the day. Of course, in order for your head history to appear, you'll need to be signed in to your Google Account when you use Google Maps. If not, then you will not see any previous search history.
Enjoy! The Google Maps Android app now offers a Street View layer. To enter Street View mode, you must press the FAB map layers in the upper right corner. Once you apply the Street View layer, areas where Street View is available will be highlighted in a darker shade. rolled out AR directions for both Android and iOS platforms last month, along with an upgraded timeline as
well as a new tab that allows users to view a list of their upcoming trips. The Mountain View-based company has now added another nifty feature to Google Maps on Android. The latest stable release of the Google Maps app for Android adds a new Street View layer, making it easier for users to find areas where Street View is available. To access Street View mode in Google
Maps, just tap the FAB map layers in the upper-right corner of the screen. If you have the latest v10.23.4 of Google Maps installed on your phone, you'll find the Street View layer option under the new Explore section. When the Street View layer is selected, you'll see areas where Street View images are in a darker shade. As you zoom in, you will see individual streets highlighted
in blue. Areas that don't have street view images will simply show the color of the map type (Default, Satellite, Terrain). So far, the dedicated Street View layer has only been available on Google Maps on the web. As noted by the folks over at 9To5Google, it is yet to roll out on Google Maps for iOS. Google Maps gets some new buttons in Android Auto Auto
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